Abstract. Texture mapping of 3D models is an important problem in realistic graphics. However, there are few methods that are put forward to solve texture mapping of models constructed from nature scenes for the reason that those 3D models are difficult to parameterize to 2D. This paper proposes an algorithm for 3D geological models so that the texture on the side part will be well-balanced. This algorithm breaks the side part loop of 3D geological models along several edges, and unfolds the loop like a 2D plane so that the calculation of texture coordinates can be uncomplicated. At last, the algorithm is implemented and experiments are carried out to verify its effectiveness.
Introduction
Texture mapping technology is widely used in the generation and display of 3D realistic graphics [1, 3] . Generally speaking, texture mapping has two main advantages: one is that texture mapping can describe the details of the 3D model, which enhances the realism of 3D model [4] . And another is that it simplified the modeling [5] . The essence of texture mapping is to parameterize the 3D solid model in 2-dimension. That is, first, calculate the 2-dimension parameters (u, v) of all vertices on the surface of the 3D solid model. And then, get the value of texture. Finally, generate the graphic image of the 3D model. Therefore, the parameterization is an important and complicate procedure in texture mapping. [6, 7] Geological model is a type of 3D solid model, and constructing the 3D geological model is of great importance to research the geological problems and explore and develop mineral resources [8] . Geological models are usually represented by 3D polyhedral surface and those surface mesh are constructed by nature data, which are very complicated and difficult to be parameterized. [9] Segal proposed the method of projective mapping, [10, 11] which is like project an image to a model. The calculation of texture coordinate is simple, but the texture on the models can distort easily. Paper [12] proposed two steps interactive texture mapping, which uses B-spline surface to calculate the texture coordinates, but this method needs to construct B-spline surface that approximates the 3D model and it is difficult to construct the surface from nature scenes. This paper mainly researchs the proper method to calculate the texture coordinates of vertices.
Description of Problem
A geological model is mainly divided into two parts: one is the up and down part, and another is the side part ( Fig. 1-b) . Obviously, the side part is a loop and the path is irregular. As a result, the texture coordinates of vertices on the side part is difficult to calculate. In fact, the v coordinate is easy to calculate.
(1) But the calculation of u coordinate is difficult. The algorithm proposed in this paper is mainly deal with the calculation of u coordinate. The key point of the algorithm is to break the loop and unfold it as a plane. 
Texture Mapping Algorithm
In fact, the side part of geological models is usually presented by triangular mesh, like In first step, a vertex must be chosen as the base vertex, and its u coordinate is assigned 0. In fact, any vertex can play the role. We just choose the V i as the base vertex. Then define the calculation direction. The calculate direction is the positive direction of this algorithm. That is to say, V 0 's u texture coordinate is 0 and the u coordinate of other vertices is all positive value or 0. Obviously, the direction is leftward or rightward and any direction is feasible. There are several vertices that are linked to V0. Just choose one vertex randomly, and assume the chosen vertex is V1. Then, the u coordinate of V1 can be calculated.
The positive direction of the facet is the projection of 1 0 V V on z=0 plane. Then, choose one triangle facet that has the edge EV0-1 as the base facet. Generally speaking, every edge has two facet that enclosed by it expect those who are the top edge or bottom edge of the side part. It does no matter to choose whatever facet to be the base facet. But the calculation must obey the positive direction. Assume that Fi is chosen as the base facet. Assume the V0 represented by VF0-1 and V1 represented byVF0-2 in F0. Next, calculate the u coordinate of the third vertex VF0-3. It is necessary to judge whether the calculation is consistent with the positive direction. If the calculation keeps with the positive direction, the calculation of VF0-3's u coordinate just based VF0-1. However, if it is not, the VF0-3 will turn to be the base vertex and then calculate the u coordinate of VF0-1 and VF0-2. Because the calculations will keep the positive direction.
oxy oxy oxy oxy oxy (3) There is one point that must be attention: that is while the condition of
is true, VF0-1 will be defined as the base vertex. As a result, the u coordinates of VF0-1 (V0) and VF0-2 (V1) must be re-evaluated. 
After all vertices of one facet been calculated, this facet will be signed as visited. Therefore, the u coordinate of other vertices can be calculated based on F0. Obviously, the projection on z=0 plane of the vectors that constructed by the edges of the facet can determine the positive direction of the adjacent facets that share an edge with who has been visited. Here take F1 as an example. 
After been calculated, this facet will be signed visited. But be attentive, if u is less than 0, this value must be discarded and this facet will not be signed visited. The remaining vertex's u coordinate will be calculated later. The whole calculation process is an iteration. After one facet been calculated, its adjacent facets will be put into a queue that records the facets to be handled.
Experiment
This experiment was operated in Windows system. The algorithm has been developed by C++ and OpenGL. Three geological models have been used for verifying and the texture images is png format images with patterns and stripes. 
Conclusion
This paper focusses the problem that it is difficult to parameterize the 3D geological models so as to the texture coordinate of the models is hard to calculate and then proposed an algorithm who concentrates to texture mapping of the side part of the geological model. This algorithm defines a base vertex and the positive direction, and the texture coordinates of other vertices are all base on the base vertex. The advantages of the algorithm are that it is uncomplicated and efficient, and the performance is fine, while the weakness is that there are some distorts around base vertex.
